Developing and Implementing Log Book in Teaching Principles and Techniques to Nursing and Midwifery Students: Mixed Method Study

Background: There is an interval between clinical and theoretical teachings in nursing which proper teachings during initial courses in nursing. Therefore, the purpose of this process was to comply Log Book in teaching principles and techniques to nursing students. Methods: This mixed study was an exploratory study which was done in three stages on midwifery and nursing students. At first, Log Book was planned based on authentic resources and opinion of group members. Then, the planned Log Book was used during 2 terms and at the end of the term the results were qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed through mixed method.

Results: Based on the results of qualitative stage three classes of teaching improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities were obtained. Based on the results of quantitative stage the following percentages were obtained: 52.7% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 56% totally agreed, documenting teachers' efforts in observing training: 54.5% totally agreed, making the professors' efforts in observing training educational interaction between teacher and learner: 54.5% totally agreed, making students' efforts toward learning related to teaching to students purposeful: 52.7% totally agreed, establishing educational interaction between teacher and learner: 53% totally agreed, making students' efforts toward learning related to teaching to students purposeful: 52% totally agreed, making the professors' efforts in observing training educational interaction between teacher and learner: 51% totally agreed, making the professors' efforts in observing training educational interaction between teacher and learner: 49% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 45% totally agreed, making students' efforts toward learning related to teaching to students purposeful: 44% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 42% totally agreed, making the professors' efforts in observing training educational interaction between teacher and learner: 41% totally agreed, making the professors' efforts in observing training educational interaction between teacher and learner: 39% totally agreed, making the professors' efforts in observing training educational interaction between teacher and learner: 37% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 35% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 33% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 31% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 29% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 27% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 25% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 23% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 21% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 19% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 17% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 15% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 13% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 11% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 9% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 7% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 5% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 3% totally agreed, making teachers' efforts toward learning improvement, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities purposeful: 1% totally agreed.

Conclusion: Using Log Book will result in deep learning and will improves, covering educational needs, and need to equipment and facilities, spending time and employing specialized forces.
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INTRODUCTION

The students are and have been state capital, epoch makers and influence all issues of society. I would dare say that the most influencing groups of society and epoch makers in every country are youth and especially the students (1, 2). The universities as a place for learning should provide the required facilities for positive and constructive changes in students’ attitudes so that by encouraging and creating more willingness, learning becomes continuous and sustainable (3,4).

In clinical training, the clinical instructor and student cooperate equally and the purpose is to create measurable changes in student for offering clinical care (5). Clinical training is considered as the first source of learning and forming a professional identity of medical sciences students (6) and in terms of importance, it is regarded as the core of professional training and it is the basis of obtaining professional skills (7, 8 & 9). Weakness in planning in this field creates problems which finally results in professional skill weakness and reduction of students’ efficacy (10, 11). There is an interval between theoretical teachings and nursing clinical services which proper teachings during the initial course of nursing will decrease the interval between clinical and theoretical teaching (12). Several studies on nursing around the world imply the importance of clinical training and its problems which have resulted in lack of clinical mastery in students (13 & 14).

There are numerous clinical evaluation methods in nursing one of which is Log Book. Log Book is a tool which provides the possibility of feedback for students by giving directions and making them aware of educational purposes and ultimately makes student’s evaluation easy but there is some evidences about Log Books (15).

Since evaluation through Log Book method is based on educational purposes and it results in learning improvement in students and considering the fact that at clinical skills training center, Shahrekord Faculty of Nursing & Midwifery, no specific method has been used for evaluating students, therefore, the purpose of this study was complying Log Book is to teach principles and technique to nursing students.

METHODS

The present study was done using exploratory mixed method (16 & 17). It was performed on nursing and midwifery students of 1st semester who were studying principles and techniques course. At first, it was performed based on authentic sources and through asking the opinions of 5 faculty members of Shahrekord Faculty of Nursing & Midwifery during 2 semesters and finally the results were analyzed through exploratory mixed method. Based on the results of qualitative stage, a questionnaire was prepared and after performing qualitative stage. It was performed based on questionnaires resulting from results of qualitative stage and after obtaining informed consent letter. The experts confirmed the validity of questionnaire content by polling and its reliability was evaluated by Cronbach’s alpha 90. The number of students was 76 persons. The questionnaire studied: areas of student familiarity with professional skills (7, 8 & 9). Weakness in planning in this field creates problems which finally results in professional skill weakness and reduction of students’ efficacy (10, 11). There is an interval between theoretical teachings and nursing clinical services which proper teachings during the initial course of nursing will decrease the interval between clinical and theoretical teaching (12). Several studies on nursing around the world imply the importance of clinical training and its problems which have resulted in lack of clinical mastery in students (13 & 14).

Since evaluation through Log Book method is based on educational purposes and it results in learning improvement in students and considering the fact that at clinical skills training center, Shahrekord Faculty of Nursing & Midwifery, no specific method has been used for evaluating students, therefore, the purpose of this study was complying Log Book is to teach principles and technique to nursing students.

Qualitative Stage:

At the end of the term, students’ experiences were analyzed. Qualitative stage was done through contractual content analysis method. Qualitative content analysis is usually applied in studies which are designed to describe a phenomenon and it is appropriate when theories or existing research articles on a phenomenon are limited (18).

The participants included 10 nursing and midwifery students of 1st semester who were selected through purposeful method. Inductive content analysis was used in this study. This process included open coding, classification and abstraction (19). In this study, students who were interested to participate in the study were interviewed after obtaining informed consent letter. Participants were interviewed at hospitals, faculty or wherever they felt free. In semi-structured interviews, there are no fixed and pre-determined questions and the questions are made based on the procedure of the interview. Some of the following questions will be made in the interview: please talk about the time when your teacher used Log Book for this course? The interview continued by asking explorative questions such as: Is there any other issued required to be mentioned? Can you explain more in this regard? Average time for interview was 30 minutes. The interview started with the open question of “please tell me about your experience of the Log Book in practice” and it started with probing questions. Sampling and data collection continued until the researcher realized saturation has happened. Data were saturated with 10 interviews.

Having listened to the tapes for several times, the researcher probed into interviews to find a general view about them. All interviews were copied word by word and words having key concepts were boarded and as such codes were extracted. After extracting concepts and codes from important paragraphs and sentences, they were grouped based on their similarities and differences into classes and finally the classes were combined based on their relationship to main classes (19).

In order to obtain accurate and firm data, the participant were interviewed for 30mins and the data were studied repeatedly and deeply. In order to review the peers, complementary recommendations of colleagues were used to correct the accuracy of extracted classes and codes. In order to review participants, some interviews were reviewed after coding so as to find consensus about codes. It should be mentioned that the present study is confirmed in terms of anonymity and confidentiality and moral considerations have been observed.

B-The quantitative stage:

The quantitative stage was performed by distributing Log Book questionnaire and after performing qualitative stage. It was performed based on questionnaire resulting from results of qualitative stage and after obtaining informed consent letter. The experts confirmed the validity of questionnaire content by polling and its reliability was evaluated by Cronbach’s alpha 90. The number of students was 76 persons. The questionnaire studied: areas of student familiarity with professional skills (7, 8 & 9). Weakness in planning in this field creates problems which finally results in professional skill weakness and reduction of students’ efficacy (10, 11). There is an interval between theoretical teachings and nursing clinical services which proper teachings during the initial course of nursing will decrease the interval between clinical and theoretical teaching (12). Several studies on nursing around the world imply the importance of clinical training and its problems which have resulted in lack of clinical mastery in students (13 & 14).

Since evaluation through Log Book method is based on educational purposes and it results in learning improvement in students and considering the fact that at clinical skills training center, Shahrekord Faculty of Nursing & Midwifery, no specific method has been used for evaluating students, therefore, the purpose of this study was complying Log Book is to teach principles and technique to nursing students.

Qualitative Stage:

At the end of the term, students’ experiences were analyzed. Qualitative stage was done through contractual content analysis method. Qualitative content analysis is usually applied in studies which are designed to describe a phenomenon and it is appropriate when theories or existing research articles on a phenomenon are limited (18).

The participants included 10 nursing and midwifery students of 1st semester who were selected through purposeful method. Inductive content analysis was used in this study. This process included open coding, classification and abstraction (19). In this study, students who were interested to participate in the study were interviewed after obtaining informed consent letter. Participants were interviewed at hospitals, faculty or wherever they felt free. In semi-structured interviews, there are no fixed and pre-determined questions and the questions are made based on the procedure of the interview. Some of the following questions will be made in the interview: please talk about the time when your teacher used Log Book for this course? The interview continued by asking explorative questions such as: Is there any other issued required to be mentioned? Can you explain more in this regard? Average time for interview was 30 minutes. The interview started with the open question of “please tell me about your experience of the Log Book in practice” and it started with probing questions. Sampling and data collection continued until the researcher realized saturation has happened. Data were saturated with 10 interviews.

Having listened to the tapes for several times, the researcher probed into interviews to find a general view about them. All interviews were copied word by word and words having key concepts were boarded and as such codes were extracted. After extracting concepts and codes from important paragraphs and sentences, they were grouped based on their similarities and differences into classes and finally the classes were combined based on their relationship to main classes (19).

In order to obtain accurate and firm data, the participant were interviewed for 30mins and the data were studied repeatedly and deeply. In order to review the peers, complementary recommendations of colleagues were used to correct the accuracy of extracted classes and codes. In order to review participants, some interviews were reviewed after coding so as to find consensus about codes. It should be mentioned that the present study is confirmed in terms of anonymity and confidentiality and moral considerations have been observed.

B-The quantitative stage:

The quantitative stage was performed by distributing Log Book questionnaire and after performing qualitative stage. It was performed based on questionnaire resulting from results of qualitative stage and after obtaining informed consent letter. The experts confirmed the validity of questionnaire content by polling and its reliability was evaluated by Cronbach’s alpha 90. The number of students was 76 persons. The questionnaire studied: areas of student familiarity with professional skills (7, 8 & 9). Weakness in planning in this field creates problems which finally results in professional skill weakness and reduction of students’ efficacy (10, 11). There is an interval between theoretical teachings and nursing clinical services which proper teachings during the initial course of nursing will decrease the interval between clinical and theoretical teaching (12). Several studies on nursing around the world imply the importance of clinical training and its problems which have resulted in lack of clinical mastery in students (13 & 14).
RESULTS
The number of students was 10 persons, all of them were female, 6 nursing students and 4 midwifery students. Their age average was 19 years old.

Based on the results of qualitative stage 3 categories of learning improvement with 2 subcategories of giving feedback and spending more time for training, covering educational purposes and preparation for internship, and need for equipment and facilities with two subcategories of the necessity of learning skills and necessity to employ professional personnel were obtained (table1).

Learning Improvement
Based on analysis of qualitative data, learning improvement category with two subcategories of giving feedback and spending more time for training was obtained.
In the view of most participants, using the Log Book will give the opportunity for training and repeating one skill and by spending more time for training and giving feedback, their learning will increase. In this regard a student said:
“Well, since we repeat some skills for several times, this will help us to learn better. (M 1)”
The trainings are done under the supervision of an expert and this is very good because they supervise us and more training will improve learning (P 4).
Another student stated:
The number of doing procedures is appropriate. This was the student’s assessment of herself and this will result in our dominance. The time and sessions of training were also good (M 2).

Covering educational needs
Analysis of data revealed that category of covering educational needs was specified with two subcategories of compatibility with educational purposes and preparation for internship.
Most students stated that what they learned in theoretical class with exercising and repeating these skills helped them to have preparation for internship. In this regard a student said:
I was thinking about how to learn these skills in theoretical class, I was afraid of starting the internship without knowing anything. But the training classes prepared me (P 1).
Another student stated:
One of the purposes in nursing is to learn skills and techniques which in my opinion using Log Book will meet this requirement. At the end of each training the expert should sign our paper and this will help us to learn whatever we need (P 3).

Need for equipment and facilities
Based on analysis of interviews, category of necessity for equipment and facilities with two subcategories of the necessity to learn all skills and necessity to employ skilled personnel.
Most participants stated that the prerequisite for using Log Book is appropriate tools and equipment which the presence of a skilled professor makes it more applied. In this regard, a student said:
“There are lots of tools such as syringe and gas. But the gloves have expired and tear so soon or the Mannequin’s hand has been torn due to needling. It is not obvious whether we have found the vessels correctly or not. It is good to use Log Book. I wish we had new tools and equipment too (P 5).”
Another student stated:
Sometimes the methods of professors are different from each other. They have same purposes, but different methods. Since we are novice, it is difficult for us. In my opinion, experienced professors should be employed. This is very important because there are the fundamental principles. We are satisfied with Ms. . . . her practice many skills with us (P 2).”

Results of quantitative stage
Based on demographic particulars 56 nursing students, 31 females and 21 males, 51 married and 5 single, and 20 midwifery students participated in a quantitative stage of study. All midwifery students were female and single. The results of quantitative stage are as follows (table2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subcategories</th>
<th>category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>giving feedback</td>
<td>learning improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spending more time for training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compatibility with educational purposes</td>
<td>covering educational needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preparation for internship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necessity of learning skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necessity to employ professional personnel</td>
<td>needed for equipment's and facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. categories and subcategories obtained from students’ experiences regarding Logbook

Familiarity of students with tasks and learning purposes: 54.5 % totally agreed, 38.5 % agreed, 5.4 % no idea, 1.6 % disagreed.
Making students’ effort toward learning and related task purposeful: 52 % totally agreed, 39 % agreed, 7.4 % no idea, 1.6 % disagreed.
Making professors’ effort toward teaching students purposeful: 52.7 % totally agreed, 36.3 % agreed, 7.4 % no idea, 3.6 % disagreed.
Establishing educational balance between learner and teacher: 54.5 % totally agreed, 32.5 % agreed, 10.9 % no idea, 1.1 % disagreed.
Making teachers’ attempt toward observing training and giving feedback purposeful: 56 % totally agreed, 27.7 % agreed, 13 % no idea, 3.3 % disagreed.
Documenting practical activity of students: 52.7 % totally agreed, 33 % agreed, 12.7 % no idea, 1.6 % disagreed.
DISCUSSION

Based on the results of qualitative stage 3 classes of learning improvement with two subclasses giving feedback, spending more time for training were obtained which the results of the quantitative stage of the present study also confirmed this result. Based on the results of quantitative stage, the following percentages were obtained: familiarity of students with tasks and learning purposes: 54.5% totally agreed, 38.5% agreed, and 5.4% no idea, 1.6% disagreed. Making students’ efforts toward learning related tasks purposeful: 52% totally agreed, 39% agreed, 7.4% no idea, 1.6% disagreed. The results of the qualitative stage were confirmed. The results of other studies revealed that using Log Book results in deep learning and provides the possibility for feedback (20). Mohammad stated that using Log Book in clinical training will give rise to deep learning of students (21).

The present study revealed that covering educational needs with two subclasses of compatibility with educational purposes and preparation for the internship was obtained which the result of the quantitative stage also confirmed it. Based on the result of quantitative stage of present study the following percentages were obtained: making a professor’s effort in observing training and giving feedback purposeful: 56% totally agreed, 27.7% agreed, and 13% no idea, 3.3% disagreed. Documenting practical activity of students: 52.7% totally agreed, 33% agreed, 12.7% no idea, 1.6% disagreed which the results of the qualitative stage were confirmed. The results of other studies also confirmed our results. The results of other studies also confirmed our results. The results of study of Rooshangar et al. Revealed that Log Book is an appropriate assessment tool for clinical training (22).

Need for equipment and facilities was obtained with two subclasses of the necessity to learn all skills and to employ skilled personnel which the result of the quantitative stage also confirmed these results. Based on the results of quantitative stage the following percentages were obtained: making professor’s efforts toward teaching students purposeful: 52.37% totally agreed, 36.3% agreed, and 7.4% no idea, 3.6% disagreed. Establishing educational balance between teacher and learner: 54.5% totally agreed, 32.5% agreed, 10.9% no idea, 1.1% disagreed which the results of the qualitative stage were confirmed. The results of other studies also confirmed our results. The results of the study of Abutalebi and Rasouli et al. Revealed that improving facilities will promote clinical training (23 & 24).

Based on data analysis, using the Log Book will give rise to deep learning and will provide the possibility of required trainings for students. But it requires spending time and employing specialized forces. It requires necessary facilities and equipment as well. It is necessary that in case of using this method, the authorities provide required specialized forces and appropriate equipment.
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